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FOREWORD

This memorandum proposes the evolutionary development of a nonnuclear NATO defense based upon political and conventional military elements. While maintaining a credible nuclear deterrent, such a posture would encourage the growth of East European autonomy and stress four main military elements: combat maneuver forces, strong territorial elements capitalizing on the high lethality of modern weaponry, support troops prepared to conduct effective emergency combat operations and a measured development of penetration forces for operations in enemy territory. By reinforcing the defensive orientation of NATO forces to the point where war would clearly be an unprofitable venture for the Warsaw Pact, such an approach offers opportunities to encourage a long-term reorientation from military into economic and social competition.
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SUMMARY

Despite NATO’s clearly superior resources, the large, armor-heavy standing forces of the Warsaw Pact can threaten to overwhelm the NATO conventional defense. NATO’s forward defense strategy inhibits planning for operations in overrun areas, while urban warfare, rear area security and the forward movement of troops and reinforcements pose serious problems for the NATO defense. Consequently, NATO relies heavily on a nuclear deterrent which, unfortunately, is losing credibility in the face of continuing Pact improvements. At the same time, internal economic problems are making it increasingly difficult for NATO nations to maintain desirable military budget levels.

This paper outlines an approach to redress this imbalance by developing a politico-conventional European defense designed to strengthen the entire range of political, economic, social and psychological factors inhibiting the Warsaw Pact leadership from initiating hostilities.

The active cooperation of East European countries would be critical for the success of any Warsaw Pact attack, but there is little real incentive for East European leaders to support such a move. They would bear the brunt of NATO countermeasures. The political aspects of the NATO defense, while recognizing legitimate defense needs, must diminish the offensive capabilities of both sides and support development of a more autonomous and self-reliant East European leadership. The defense must focus on political solutions to European problems, encouraging competition in social and economic fields and convincing the Soviets that such a shift is also in their long-term interests.

A crucial element in encouraging the Soviets to seek political solutions is a viable NATO military posture which does not foresee a rapid resort to nuclear weapons and is not susceptible to easy neutralization by Pact nuclear weapons. Such a defense could be constructed from four main elements: Area Combat Troops, conventional combat forces, support troops and penetration elements.

Area Combat Troops would be territorial forces organized to have maximum immediate impact of the Pact’s combat capabilities. Within NATO-controlled areas they would have a rear area security mission. In overrun areas they would disorganize Pact
armor formations, inflicting maximum attrition by standoff engagement with modern weaponry. They would also neutralize specialized Pact command and support elements, disrupt crucial ammunition and POL supply and provide detailed current intelligence to regular NATO combat forces.

NATO's regular combat forces would seek to engage Pact combat elements under favorable conditions, taking advantage of the intelligence provided by the Area Combat Troops and of the disruption and attrition they inflict on Pact units. Regular combat forces would emphasize antiair arm and air defense capabilities and make wide use of combat engineer units to impede and canalize Pact movements.

Support troops would engage in effective combat operations when required by circumstances. They would act in conjunction with local Area Combat Troops and place a similar emphasis on standoff engagement of selected Pact targets.

Finally, penetration elements, including Ranger and Special Forces units, would provide a capability to carry combat operations into the Pact's vulnerable rear area.

Such a NATO politico-conventional defense would seek to convince Pact leadership that war is an unattractive option in solving European political problems. By encouraging competition in more constructive fields it could serve as a basis for long-term solutions to European and world security.
EVOLUTION OF EUROPEAN DEFENSE
IN THE 1980's

The 1980's give every indication of being a decade of change and uncertainty in Europe. Economic problems, exacerbated by the energy crisis and the effects of widening North-South issues, are unsettling internal conditions in both East and West Europe. Partially as a result of these problems, the cohesion of the Atlantic Alliance is being severely strained while the Soviet Union, having achieved essential strategic equivalence with the United States, has become increasingly adventuresome in its global military operations. The Soviet leadership itself is beginning an inevitable generational change; whatever policy shifts will result from this can only be speculated at. Such a period of change certainly poses a number of dangers, but it also provides opportunities for the United States to encourage European strategic development in favorable directions. This paper will try to develop some of these directions.

The constant change in the European politico-military situation requires NATO to continually reassess its strategy vis-a-vis the Warsaw Pact. This strategy must provide a reasonable assurance of attaining the NATO goals by taking advantage of NATO strengths while capitalizing on Pact vulnerabilities and weaknesses.
Militarily, NATO seeks, in the words of the charter, "to restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area" in the event of an armed attack against a member state. But the fundamental NATO goal is much broader, "to safeguard the freedom, common heritage and civilization of their peoples founded on the principles of democracy, individual liberty and the rule of law." Thus, NATO seeks to develop a durable structure of international relationships, inhibiting the causes of war and promoting long-term East-West relations through the implementation of such principles as those expressed in the Helsinki Final Act, including the elimination of tensions and the increase of confidence between European states; economic and humanitarian cooperation; and freer circulation of information.

While NATO has clearly superior economic resources, the Pact has been able to translate its relatively smaller resources into an impressive and threatening military presence considerably superior in conventional military forces. Furthermore, there are few prospects for change in some of the underlying factors which have led to this conventional military imbalance in Europe. A sizable proportion of NATO's economic and military resources belongs to the United States and Canada, and the Atlantic Ocean makes it difficult to bring these forces to bear in Europe. Additionally, budgetary pressures are restraining NATO military expenditures while Warsaw Pact expenditures continue to increase. This imbalance is made all the more worrisome by the higher percentage of the Pact budgets spent on equipment. Furthermore, this equipment is often simpler than the corresponding NATO equipment, so it costs less and can be produced at a great rate. The effect of these inequalities is vividly illustrated by the tank imbalance (20,500 versus 7,000 in North and Central Europe), but is visible throughout the NATO-Pact equipment balances.

Table 1 summarizes NATO and Warsaw Pact manpower assets. The NATO figures show striking differences in military manpower per ten thousand population, ranging from 6.6 for Iceland to 694.4 for Norway. These gross figures, of course, cover a wide range of specific circumstances and lump together a variety of manpower categories. At the extremes, Iceland has only a small force of coastal patrol boats while Norway and Denmark have extensive systems of territorial reserve forces. Other countries, such as Italy and Greece, also have proportionately large reserve forces, but do
not have the detailed territorial organization of Norway or Denmark. While their reserve forces could fill out existing units and serve as manpower replacements, the bulk of them would not have an impact during the critical early days of a major conflict. The clear implication of this table is that NATO has a potential to field considerably larger forces than the Warsaw Pact, but the Pact currently has a clear edge on available military manpower.
NATO also has some major psychological advantages. With the exception of Bulgaria, East Europe is culturally oriented toward Western political and social concepts while strong undercurrents of anti-Soviet and anti-Russian feelings have been vividly apparent during periods of unrest. Such feelings have also surfaced in the Soviet Union itself, notably in the Baltic states and in the Ukraine where anti-Soviet guerrilla warfare persisted into the 1950's.

Unfortunately, NATO could not easily profit from these economic, manpower and psychological advantages in the early stages of a military conflict. This leaves NATO relatively vulnerable to a rapid offensive which could overwhelm it before its superior resources could be brought to bear and before disintegrative stresses could destroy Pact cohesion. Thus the Soviets have strong incentives to seek a short war and, indeed, their armor-heavy forces are well structured to fight just such a war.

The conventional forces imbalance is exacerbated by a number of other factors which favor the Warsaw Pact. For example, NATO’s defensive military orientation concedes the initiative to the Pact and NATO decision making requires time-consuming multilateral consultations, while Pact command and decision-making are dominated by the Soviets. But the most sweeping NATO problems concern the operational issues of forward defense, rear area security, reinforcement, and exploitation of Pact vulnerabilities.

NATO’s forward defense strategy is necessitated not only by political considerations but by the lack of strategic depth in Central Europe. Yet, the forward concentration of NATO forces makes the defense vulnerable to massed breakthroughs. The Pact’s large armor forces are ideally suited for exploiting this vulnerability, particularly in view of the relative lack of NATO mobile reserves and the Pact’s capability to choose the time and place of any attack. Furthermore, economic and political considerations have resulted in the peacetime stationing of a number of major NATO units far from their frontline deployment positions. The ability of these maldeployed units to move into their forward defense positions is seriously hampered by two major factors. First, such a movement could be taken as provocative by the Warsaw Pact and bring on the very hostilities it tries to inhibit; concern over this issue could easily inhibit an allied decision to move units forward. Second, the Pact has a substantial capability (discussed below) to
disrupt NATO rear area operations, including movements of combat forces. As a result of these two factors, many NATO forward defense positions might not even be manned at the outbreak of hostilities, further increasing the likelihood of a major Pact breakthrough.

But the most deleterious effect of the NATO forward defense strategy is its inhibiting influence on planning for fighting within NATO territory. Some NATO territory would unavoidably be overrun in the early stages of any conflict, but planning for operations in such areas involves, inevitably, trading space for time—exactly what the forward defense strategy seeks to avoid. Once the legitimacy of trading space for time is accepted, it becomes extremely difficult to draw a line on what is acceptable and what is not, particularly as far as German sensitivities are concerned. This inhibiting effect is most clearly seen in the lack of systematic NATO planning for fighting in urban areas. In the immediate postwar period, with vivid memories of urban devastation, West Germany was understandably concerned about reducing the risk to its cities by building a strong NATO deterrent posture and by deflecting combat from major urban areas. The US nuclear umbrella provided good protection for European cities, while US strategic superiority insured that the risk was also low for US cities. Furthermore, if deterrence failed, Warsaw Pact forces showed no inclination to bog down in urban fighting. Their doctrine stressed bypassing population centers and fighting in the relatively open countryside. Consequently, NATO did not develop an urban defense force which could have made the cities strong points of the allied defense, but would have also increased the likelihood of widespread urban destruction. Thus, the risk to NATO's cities, both in Europe and the United States, remained low.

However, 30 years of urban sprawl have totally obliterated any prospects for European war without extensive urban warfare. Urban areas can no longer be protected by NATO's capability to fight in the countryside. In fact, NATO's arsenal has come to include such a diverse stock of theater nuclear weapons that its very fighting capability threatens widespread urban destruction. This has made deterrence all the more important, but deterrence has also changed significantly. With the advent of essential strategic equivalence, the risk to US cities has grown dramatically. This has
fed European concerns that the United States would be unwilling to involve its strategic forces in a theater war, which would then devastate Europe with either nuclear or conventional weapons, but leave the United States and the Soviet Union generally untouched. By pressing for assurances that the United States will not decouple its strategic nuclear forces, West Europeans are insisting that US cities be held at a relatively high warfare risk. Yet there is still a strong tendency to maintain a low risk for European cities by continuing to avoid systematic NATO planning for urban warfare. Unfortunately, an increased risk to European cities is necessary for constructing a credible deterrence which more than ever requires a strong conventional capability, including specialized troops and weapons for fighting in an urban environment. Paradoxically, systematic planning for urban combat, by increasing deterrence, can actually lower the risk to both European and US cities. The present lack of planning for systematic fighting in overrun areas makes a Warsaw Pact attack more attractive because it eases the Pact task of consolidating control over any seized territory and simplifies security within its tactical rear area.

A second major operational problem for NATO is rear area security. Few NATO installations are in hardened sites. Hundreds of headquarters elements, telecommunications sites, support units, port facilities, storage depots (including ammunition, POL and POMCUS) and other installations are at lightly defended locations well known to the Warsaw Pact. And it is clear that the Pact plans to capitalize on these NATO vulnerabilities. Thousands of Pact agents are estimated to be in place in West Europe; hundreds more could easily be infiltrated prior to hostilities as legal travellers and merchant seamen, or even in sealed international road or river cargo. Added to this are the sizable Pact airborne and airmobile forces, many of which are specifically trained for disruption of the NATO rear area.¹

A particularly troublesome aspect of the rear area security problem is the thinness of the NATO air defense net, especially in the face of sizable Pact air and missile forces able to incapacitate selected critical installations at the outbreak of hostilities.

Another troublesome aspect is the high percentage of support troops within NATO and their modest preparations for combat operations. Even in a US infantry division, about half of the division base is headquarters or support troops. Overall, NATO
has several hundred thousand such troops who are generally not prepared to fight effectively if the situation requires it. US headquarters and support troops, for example, are typically required to fight as infantrymen when necessary. But this is usually taken to mean fighting as riflemen in perimeter security roles or against small raiding parties. There is no combat organization and little training in the use of machine guns, light antitank weapons, mines or explosives, particularly among the growing percentage of women soldiers. This means that there are several hundred thousand NATO troops who can have only a minimal impact in direct combat. Pact forces do not have to defeat them, but only defeat the combat units which protect them.

A third NATO operational problem is reinforcement. The bulk of NATO reinforcements come from the United States. Their projected deployment times to Central Europe compare poorly with the projected times of massive Soviet reinforcements from the Western Military Districts of the USSR. Furthermore, any requirements for other contingencies (say, Korea, Cuba or Alaska) would reduce the forces available for Europe, as would any interdiction of the lines of communication or disruption of air terminals, sea ports or POMCUS sites.

A final operational shortcoming in NATO’s conventional defense is its unpreparedness to exploit the vulnerabilities of the Warsaw Pact rear area tactically and strategically. These Pact vulnerabilities include the susceptibility of fast-moving armor columns to attack from the flanks; dependence on truck and pipeline resupply of POL and ammunition; meager organic defense for logistics and headquarters elements; and numerous specialized elements (such as communications vans, traffic regulators, messengers, chemical defense equipment and missile launch vehicles) which move independently in the Pact rear area. While NATO does plan for air and missile strikes on key elements of the Pact rear area, there is no systematic planning for ground operations even, as mentioned above, in overrun areas.

Against this background of a conventional force imbalance and serious operational problems, NATO relies heavily on its nuclear weapons to serve as a counterbalance. Rising doubts on the credibility of the US strategic umbrella have already been discussed—would the United States expose its own cities to massive destruction in what might prove to be a futile attempt to halt a Pact
invasion of Europe? But even if nuclear war in Europe, with the thousands of warhead theater weapons available to both sides, halted a Pact invasion, would widespread devastation make the cure worse than the disease? From the West European point of view, it is hard to envision a successful nuclear war. Nevertheless, a credible deterrent requires the maintenance and even improvement of large nuclear forces. Otherwise, the Soviet nuclear capability could comprise such an overwhelming threat that NATO Europe would be very vulnerable to Soviet political pressure.

And, if the nuclear balance were not frightening enough, massive Soviet chemical warfare capabilities totally overshadow the modest NATO retaliatory capability, without even considering Soviet capabilities for biological warfare. Although this is prohibited by treaty, the secretive Soviet society is certainly capable of concealing a surreptitious capability; a recently reported anthrax epidemic has raised a strong suspicion that they are doing exactly that.

As a result of the military imbalance and these exacerbating factors, NATO is widely considered as incapable of conducting an extended conventional defense; pessimistic assessments foresee a Pact capability to reach the Rhine in as little as 48 hours. While continuing NATO improvements make such a rapid Warsaw Pact advance unlikely, there is a definite concern that NATO will rapidly face a decision to either accept extensive loss of territory or to escalate to nuclear warfare.

These concerns over the military balance naturally breed a strong tendency to view European security in terms of the military balance. Budget competition between military and nonmilitary expenditures are seen as security versus economic development, even though it is obvious that NATO cannot gain long-term security by military means. Military assets do stabilize the short-term situation so that long-term political and social solutions to European security can be developed. But assets which NATO uses for short-term security (i.e., military requirements) are then not available for long-term security (i.e., political and social stabilization). Even assets put into civilian consumption improve Western security because they improve the quality of life in the West—a telling aspect of the West's psychological advantage over the East. Marxism is an economic religion, and its obvious failure in this area severely undermines its claim to legitimacy.

But more important than such theoretical considerations is the actual impact of economic development on the internal stability of
NATO countries. Turkey is an extreme example where several billion dollars of economic developmental aid are only beginning to counter the growing internal unrest. Clearly, Turkey's considerable military assets will be of little use if the country descends into turmoil and anarchy. Turkey's case is not unique. The Greek government also faces severe economic problems and a vocal leftist minority. Its disputes with Turkey over Cyprus and the Aegean basin are rooted in deep historical animosities. They threaten to shatter the cohesion of NATO's entire southern flank, yet they cannot be resolved as long as economic miseries provide a deep reservoir of emotional radicalism.

In Italy, perennially unstable governments face a growing challenge from the Communist Party, which also wields considerable influence in France, while Portugal nearly fell under a Communist-dominated leftist coalition. Even in Scandinavia, Great Britain and the United States, growing economic problems are feeding political divisiveness. Nor are disruptive economic problems all internal to NATO. The North-South split becomes more salient daily as Third World countries assert the growing political power stemming from raw materials, particularly oil.

The United States has spent some $25 billion in economic and military assistance to the Middle East because the alternative to such massive expenditures is the even more massive expenditures caused by war and instability. Four Middle East wars cost the United States alone more than $55 billion and led to oil price rises which have cost the West many additional billions since the early 1970's. Economic problems have fueled political instability in the region, as vividly illustrated by Iran. This in turn has invited Soviet adventurism, illustrated equally vividly by Afghanistan, and starkly raised the specter of radical anti-Western control of the entire Middle East.

With such security problems so closely tied to economics, it was hardly surprising that the mid-1980 meeting of NATO heads of state focused on this. The long-term stability of the alliance and the security of its members depend heavily on economic development. Security can simply no longer be assessed in narrow military terms.

NATO's task for the 1980's is how to redress these problems, reduce the probability of war (particularly nuclear war) and still devote sufficient assets to the long-term political and social efforts on which real European security must be based. The remainder of
this paper will outline a politico-conventional defense for NATO Europe which could provide a direction or evolution for the NATO military posture.

Unfortunately, because of the threat of nuclear blackmail, there is no way to avoid the maintenance of sizable strategic and theater nuclear capabilities for the foreseeable future. What can be done, though, is to strengthen the other major element of the NATO defense—its conventional capabilities—so that NATO cannot be easily pushed into the dilemma of surrendering large areas of European territory or initiating nuclear war. NATO’s conventional capabilities must not appear so weak that they either invite attack or else convince the Pact leadership that early NATO use of nuclear weapons is inevitable and so preemption is unavoidable. Nor should NATO’s conventional defense appear susceptible to systematic nuclear targeting. Behind a credible nuclear deterrent, the development of a stronger and more tenacious conventional defense could decrease Pact incentives to maintain large military forces and greatly improve the prospects for European arms reduction.

The foundation of a NATO politico-conventional defense must be a recognition that the ultimate deterrent is not simply NATO’s military posture, but the entire complex of political, military, social and psychological factors which jointly inhibit the Warsaw Pact political leadership from initiating hostilities.

A major focus of the NATO political posture must be East Europe, an area which has experienced large scale change and growing diversity within the last 30 years. Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan have clearly shown that the Soviets are prepared to use military force to counter threats to their control. Nevertheless, the Soviet Union has been unable to stem creeping diversification and widening East European autonomy. In the early 1970’s, efforts to reinforce Soviet political domination with economic ties through the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON) were beginning to weld a tighter integration of East European and Soviet economies. Then the global oil crisis forced the Soviet Union to pare down projected deliveries of Soviet oil to East Europe. This pushed these countries into the world market, significantly broadening their economic ties with the nonsocialist world and increasing the importance of hard currency trade for their economic development.13
Militarily, East European cooperation would be critical for the success of any Soviet attack on NATO Europe. Five hundred miles of Soviet lines of communications cross Poland, East Germany and Czechoslovakia. About half of the immediately available Pact divisions in Central Europe are from these countries, but their wartime reliability is quite suspect. While the Soviets have clearly demonstrated they can coerce the East European countries into adopting desired internal policies and generally supporting Soviet foreign policy, it is questionable whether they could coerce them into war. It is patently clear that Soviet troops cannot be simultaneously used both to attack NATO and to coerce East Europe. And it is also clear that East European countries have a low incentive to participate in a European war which would involve high risks of domestic destruction with little promise of gain. The Soviets would have to shoulder high risks to initiate a European war without securing East European support, as noncooperation would pose serious military complications. But it is hard to project incentives which would induce East European political elites to support a European war in the absence of any credible threat from NATO unless these East European leaders were totally dependent upon the Soviet Union for their own political position.

From this point of view, increases in East European autonomy are important for European peace because they improve the capability of the East European nations to oppose any Warsaw Pact aggression against NATO. Clearly, such stability would be to the advantage of NATO, but it would also be to the advantage of East Europe and even to the Soviet Union.

This raises the elusive question of the offensive aspects of the NATO posture and the extent to which they can be seen as an actual and credible threat to East Europe.

In the immediate postwar period, despite the purely defensive concepts expressed in the NATO charter, there were widespread hopes that some day, somehow, an opportunity might arise for the Free World to "roll back" the Soviet occupation of East Europe. Such half-formed aspirations, although not codified into any formal alliance objectives or actual plans, were widely held and certainly were felt by the East European leaders, at that time totally dependent on the Soviet Union for their own positions of authority. NATO force structures were also compatible with these vague aspirations. Although smaller than the Soviet and satellite
forces, NATO’s forces had a significant technological advantage, were backed by the US nuclear monopoly and were clearly capable of offensive as well as defensive operations should an unforeseen opportunity somehow arise. Tank divisions, fighter wings, artillery batteries and infantry battalions can all fight offensively and, indeed, prefer to do so.

The events in Hungary in 1956 forced NATO to confront these vague aspirations and to conclude, regretfully or not, that the prospects for a military solution to the Soviet domination of East Europe were simply negligible. Talk of “roll back” ceased, and with the rise of Soviet military strength, the very thought of a NATO attack on the East has become an absurdity. An absurdity, that is, to NATO. But not to the East. NATO’s fighting elements still retain an inherent offensive capability. Unceasing propaganda in East Europe and the Soviet Union on the horrors of World War II keep alive the specter of a German menace. Even setting propaganda and ideology aside, the Soviets have a well-founded appreciation of the deep currents of hostility toward them in East Europe. Under these conditions, it would not take a particularly imaginative analyst to construct a scenario in which some unforeseen crisis sparks off widespread revolt in East Europe and then NATO or some of its forces attempt to capitalize on the situation. On a propaganda level, where ideological preconceptions are combined with the ogre of “German revanchism,” the NATO threat can strike a responsive chord in East Europe. It serves as a basic justification for Soviet pressures to maintain excessively large defense establishments. To the extent that the NATO military posture can be pictured as offensive, it helps to shore up such justifications and even to gather an indeterminate amount of actual public support for large military forces. From this viewpoint, the more clearly defensive the NATO military posture, the harder it is for the Soviets to justify to East Europeans (and to their own population) high levels of military expenditures. Unfortunately, any change will certainly be painfully slow. The same type of vague aspirations which helped to justify NATO military expenditures in the late 1940’s and early 1950’s probably still help to justify Soviet military expenditures—the hope that some day, somehow, turmoil in West Europe might provide an opportunity for Soviet military expansion. NATO’s posture, while defensive, must show enough strength, cohesion and durability so that the Soviets eventually come to conclude, as NATO did in the late 1950’s, that the
prospects for a military solution to European security are so remote that they cannot justify force levels significantly above those clearly needed for defense."

Developments which offer alternatives to East Europeans can help to decrease the chances of war and to develop a long-term political solution to European security. As such, NATO nations, both individually and collectively, should encourage wider East European ties not only with the West, but with the Middle East and the Third World. This is an area where NATO and East European objectives can coincide, or at least be mutually supportive. But movement in this direction will doubtless stir Soviet discomfort. NATO must seek to convince the Soviet Union that such changes are ultimately in its own interests.

But ultimately is a long time away. For NATO, there will be no need for ultimate solutions if the short-term military strategy fails. The military strategy is in effect a holding strategy, an economy of force operation expending assets as necessary for defense while political, economic and psychological actions work to remove incentives for military solutions and to encourage the Soviets and East Europeans to shift resources into social programs and eventual peaceful competition in this area.

NATO's conventional defense must appear as a credible counter to the Pact conventional threat so that in a crisis situation the Soviets are not tempted into adventurism by an apparently weak opponent. The NATO posture must also be as resistant as possible to neutralization by nuclear, chemical or biological attack. It must have a clearly defensive orientation lending maximum support to NATO's political efforts. Such a conventional defense could be constructed from four main elements: Area Combat Troops, combat maneuver units, support troops and penetration elements.

Area Combat Troops would be strong territorial forces intended to engage Pact forces, neutralizing smaller elements and degrading the capabilities of larger elements so they could be more easily defeated by NATO air, artillery and maneuver units. They could eventually form the mainstay of a NATO conventional defense in the critical Central Region.

A number of European countries, including Norway, Switzerland and Yugoslavia, have strong territorial forces." Such forces have also been proposed for West Germany a number of times. Immediately after the war, British Air Marshal Sir John
Slessor strongly advocated such a defense by supplementing active divisions with a

highly trained semistatic Home Guard armed primarily with antitank guns with light automatics as the personal weapon. The Federal Republic...should be covered with a network of these units composed of local men, knowing every inch of the ground, every coppice and stream, land and side street, responsible for the defence of their own Kreis and town or village and inspired by the knowledge that they are protecting their own homes and their own kith and kin. They would be responsible for the storage and protection of land mines in peace and of laying the mine fields when so directed.... Their job would be to block every road and destroy every tank moving across country in their zone.°

Similarly, George Kennan in his 1958 Reith Lectures over the British Broadcasting Corporation stressed territorial forces as constituting the core of resistance in overrun areas; for this he was ridiculed by Willy Brandt in the German parliament.10

The question naturally arises as to why the Germans have been so wary of the concept, particularly since irregular forces in World War II tied up dozens of German divisions. Germany, of all countries, should be most aware of the potential of such forces, yet emphatically rejects their use except in rear areas.

One major reason for this rejection is undoubtedly tied to considerations of forward defense. The development of territorial forces involves preparations to fight on one's own territory and can easily imply an anticipation of yielding territory. Indeed, the French, who have also developed strong territorial forces, emphasize unequivocally that their territorial forces are intended strictly for rear area security and not to repel invaders. What changes or considerations have made territorial forces more appropriate for the NATO defense in the Central Region?

One important change has been the NATO recognition that a military "roll back" is not a feasible solution and simply complicates the search for political resolution of East-West problems. Territorial forces can contribute to this search, but they have been faulted for their inability to conduct decisive operations against enemy combat forces. World War II German divisions were not defeated by irregular forces and no one expects that territorial forces in Norway, Switzerland, or Yugoslavia would be able to repel an invasion of their countries. However, in Central Europe,
territorial forces would be fighting in conjunction with sizable combat maneuver forces, supporting them by degrading enemy capabilities. As such, they have been termed Area Combat Troops to stress that their task is not to defend territory nor to provide a base for long-term resistance in occupied areas, but to conduct active combat operations. They would operate within a designated territorial area and would have two main tasks—rear area security behind NATO lines and active combat operations within overrun or penetrated areas. Their organization, equipment and training would reflect the peculiarities of their operational areas, such as urban, forest or mountain areas.

Within the NATO rear, Area Combat Troops would provide a dense network of forces capable of neutralizing any smaller Pact diversionary elements and of locating and fixing larger Pact penetrations so that they could be neutralized by other NATO combat forces. 22

As battle lines moved through or beyond their operational territory, the Area Combat Troops would remain to conduct operations against Pact forces, emphasizing standoff engagement of critical elements. Against combat forces, they would concentrate on command and ADA vehicles or unprotected troops at refueling or logistic stops. They would act to disrupt command and communications, ammunition and POL resupply, and key specialized elements. 23 They would also continuously pass information on Pact deployments to other NATO forces; destroy or contaminate supplies likely to be seized and used by Pact forces; encourage Pact desertions by providing haven to deserters; and incorporate any bypassed NATO units or personnel.

Thus, Area Combat Troops would form a stubborn, tenacious network of forces on which NATO maneuver elements would operate. They would insure that any Pact forces on NATO territory were subject to continuous attrition and disruption to degrade their capabilities as much as possible before engaging NATO maneuver elements. 24

One major consideration which makes territorial forces attractive is the sheer volume of military manpower which could be potentially involved. If NATO countries in the Central Region utilized their military resources at the same rate which Norway does (see Table 1), there would be an additional seven million troops available for NATO in this critical area. A more modest utilization could easily provide for several million. West Germany, in fact,
already has two million men in its General Reserve, which the International Institute for Strategic Studies does not even count in its military manpower figures because they have no concrete defense assignments.\textsuperscript{25}

Certainly NATO has a potential to significantly increase its manpower utilization in Europe and decrease its reliance on US reinforcement.\textsuperscript{26} Since Area Combat Troops would generally operate in their own home regions, they could be mobilized on short notice, or even no notice at all. The bulk of them could have their basic equipment at home and be familiar with designated emergency rallying points. With such additional forces, NATO would not have to fight outnumbered.

Another major consideration favoring the utilization of Area Combat Troops is the high lethality and selectivity of modern weaponry.\textsuperscript{27} Laser guided weapons, smart bombs and scatterable mines can provide significant augmentation firepower to personnel operating behind enemy lines. Likewise modern ammunition has greatly increased lethality. ICM and flechette ammunition are extremely effective against personnel in the open, including combat personnel at refueling or mess stops. Light rockets with modern warheads can penetrate heavy armor thicknesses—even the current 40mm grenade will penetrate up to two full inches of armor plate. Used in command-detonated, roadside-emplaced mines, such ammunition can be selectively targeted against command vehicles, traced ADA weapons and other critical equipment. Heavy caliber weapons (.50 caliber to 30mm) can be effective against all the Pact armored vehicles except medium or heavy tanks. Even light weapons are effective against many Pact rear area elements. Table 2 summarizes the vulnerability of Pact elements to various weapons which could be made available to light infantry forces.

Furthermore, by dispersing antiarmor weapons throughout the defended territory, Area Combat Troops could seriously undermine Soviet responses to these weapons.\textsuperscript{28}

An important characteristic of Area Combat Troops is that their dispersion and use of standoff engagements would decrease Pact incentives to use weapons of mass destruction. Operating elusively in small groups and having their own individual protective equipment, Area Combat Troops would make extremely poor targets for nuclear weapons and would be relatively safe from chemical or biological attack. Area Combat Troops could also
operate very effectively at night and in poor weather or difficult terrain, conditions which can significantly hamper many other NATO elements. They are ideally suited for operations in urban areas.29

Furthermore, being reserve forces closely tied to operations within their own country, they would pose a minimal external threat and so provide maximum support to NATO political and diplomatic efforts. Overall, a dense net of Area Combat Troops could turn any rapid Pact sweep across Central Europe into a highly risky military maneuver. They could provide a tenacious defense which would insure continual opposition to Pact penetrations and significantly dim any Pact prospects for rapidly establishing control in overrun areas.

Question: How do armor elements move in a hostile environment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Microwave</th>
<th>Radar</th>
<th>ECM</th>
<th>AVTMS</th>
<th>NVIS</th>
<th>Night Vision</th>
<th>Tilted/Vertical</th>
<th>CBRNE</th>
<th>Electronic Combat</th>
<th>EW</th>
<th>MACV</th>
<th>ISR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Effectiveness of Selected Weapons Against Typical Warsaw Pact Personnel and Equipment
saturated with mines and snipers when every thicket, house, copse and ditch is a potential antiarmor position?

Answer: Slowly and carefully.

Nevertheless, this does not imply that Area Combat Troops provide a panacea for European defense. The recent strengthening of the German Territorial Army and the French experience with their Defense Operationnelle du Territoire have both shown that significant resources and careful planning are necessary. Training is also a constant problem in all the countries with large territorial reserve forces. Although the problem can be eased by design of relatively simple-to-operate weapons and by structuring a high degree of individual specialization into the system, constant work is needed to maintain the proficiency of territorial reservists. Additionally, there is a potentially severe problem of coordination between Area Combat Troops and regular forces. Again, careful planning and training are needed.

Thus, Area Combat Troops do not provide a simple answer, but they do offer NATO forces in Central Europe a direction for evolution toward a tough conventional defense which uses available manpower resources and yet is not threatening to East Europe or the Soviet Union.

The second major element of the NATO conventional defense would of course be regular combat units. Operating in close coordination with Area Combat Troops, they would complement each other's operations to inflict maximum casualties on any invading forces.

Artillery units, using the intelligence supplied by the pervasive net of Area Combat Troops and the terminal homing of modern munitions could place very effective fire on enemy units closing with NATO units or penetrating into NATO controlled territory. By taking advantage of the capabilities of Area Combat Troops to soften up and disrupt Pact combat elements, NATO maneuver units could wage a much more effective mobile defense. Meeting engagements would be heavily weighted against the Pact forces.

Two specific components of the combat maneuver forces which are of particular importance are air defense and combat engineer troops. Air defense weapons are inherently defensive, and some (such as rapid fire guns) can also be used in a ground support role. Increases in these forces could thicken the NATO air defense umbrella to the extent that Pact attacks into the NATO rear, whether with fighter aircraft or with airborne or airmobile forces,
would become both very costly and relatively ineffective. By helping to reduce the air threat to NATO, air defense forces can reduce any Pact calculations of rapid destruction of the NATO rear area.

Combat engineer elements, on the other hand, are important for their role in the forward area. By laying mine fields and constructing barriers and fortifications, they could add to the defensive aspects of the NATO posture while further reducing Pact ability for rapid or deep penetration. Modern mine warfare could seriously hamper the movement of Pact armor elements, particularly if Area Combat Troops selectively engage Pact mine clearing equipment.17

The third major element of the NATO combat force should be its support units. Every such unit should be prepared to break down into an effective infantry organization, not just rifle teams. Selected individuals should be trained in the use of the wide range of weapons available to such units, and the command group should be prepared to implement standard combat procedures such as requesting artillery support, reporting enemy movements and coordinating activities with adjacent units—most importantly with the Area Combat Troops. Basically, NATO support units which come under attack or find themselves in an area of enemy operations should be prepared to exert an active presence similar to and in conjunction with the Area Combat Troops. NATO cannot afford to have large numbers of troops unable to fight effectively against Pact units.

The final major element of the NATO strategy should be penetration elements intended to fight within Pact territory. These forces would be of several general types. The first type, including Long Range Reconnaissance Patrols and light infantry elements, would operate in the Pact tactical rear area, with a mission of creating maximum confusion and disorganization. Ideally, these elements would be ready for insertion into Pact territory immediately following any Pact attack.

The second type of penetration elements would be Special Forces units for operations within the Pact strategic rear area in conjunction with disaffected elements of the indigenous populations.

The third type of penetration forces would be combat forces prepared to carry out raids and diversionary attacks throughout the Soviet Union. By increasing the potential for internal disorder, they
could provide additional disincentives for Soviet operations against NATO.

Operations in the Pact strategic rear area would have a very different character from other NATO combat operations. Here the major Pact vulnerability is not primarily military, but rather psychological. Between NATO territory and the Soviet Union lies a 500 mile belt of East Europe where the populations have repeatedly shown a deep seated hostility to the Soviet Union. Even inside the Soviet Union numerous non-Russian nationalists have expressed strong dissatisfaction with their situation. NATO is poorly prepared to exploit this vulnerability. Such exploitation would rest heavily on two bases: psychological preparation and force development.

Concerning psychological preparation, the current NATO operational strategy of fighting only to restore borders works heavily against unrest among East European or Soviet nationality groups. Without some expectation of Western support, there is no incentive for them to resist Soviet operations. The potential for popular revolt in East Europe is a potential which NATO would certainly want to exploit in wartime. Even as a purely defensive alliance, NATO, if attacked, must have some capability to threaten damage to an aggressor.

From the force development point of view, US Special Forces are the only NATO elements currently prepared to exploit such vulnerabilities. Their presence is important not simply because of the military potential which can be credited to them, but even more because of the uncertainties which they add into the Euro-strategic situation. From the NATO point of view, their potential impact must be assessed as probably modest, but nevertheless with some potential to spark widespread unrest. From the Soviet point of view, this latter potential can be very disturbing, increasing the uncertainty of any calculations of military success and serving as an additional deterrent to initiating hostilities.

NATO penetration elements thus add an important dimension to the NATO military capabilities. They show that even under nonnuclear conditions, any Pact initiation of hostilities could result in fighting and destruction not only on NATO territory, but also on the Pact's own territory.

Such elements do, however, add an inherently offensive capability to the NATO posture, so their type and size must be carefully measured. They cannot be so strong so as to pose a
significant threat in their own right, but they must be strong enough to add imponderables into any Warsaw Pact assessments. Certainly a West German force prepared to operate outside Germany would provide a gratuitous bonus for the Pact propaganda machine. For East Europe in particular, the carrot of mutual cooperation with the West could be easily destroyed if the stick of a potential NATO counterthreat is constructed too sturdily. Yet some stick is necessary.

There is no military solution to this dilemma which is, after all, not a military dilemma. Rather, it is necessary to develop a political approach which recognizes the presence of a measured amount of offensive capability, but stresses its relatively modest size compared to NATO's defensive forces and to the Pact's own offensive forces.

Considering East Europe, the political approach has to stress the search for political solutions to East-West problems, but at the same time make it clear that a military attempt by the Pact will result in military countermeasures by NATO. NATO should recognize the territorial integrity and political legitimacy of the East European governments as long as they refrain from overt military action against the West. But if these governments join in any attack on NATO, such recognition should be withdrawn. NATO would then be free to take necessary and appropriate measures against Soviet lines of communication in East Europe.

The intent of the NATO stance must clearly be not to pose an unnecessary threat to the East Europeans, but to discourage their support of any Soviet plans for military action. At the same time, it must complicate any Soviet war planning and add additional uncertainties and imponderables into any assessments of the probability of a quick or decisive military victory.

A NATO politico-military defense would thus stress political efforts at solving the long-term problems of European security. NATO's military posture must be sufficiently strong to discourage Soviet military initiatives against West Europe, but it must have a clearly defensive orientation to undercut Soviet justifications and incentives for maintaining large Warsaw Pact standing forces, particularly armor-heavy units with strong offensive potential. At the same time, the NATO military posture must be such that it does not invite Pact nuclear strikes either by any apparent vulnerability to neutralization or by an overreliance on its own nuclear forces which could encourage Pact nuclear preemption. Rather the NATO military posture must seek to make nuclear warfare as poorly suited
as possible to European combat operations and thus form a sound basis for arms control negotiations on these weapons.  

The proposed NATO military posture would center on a dense network of Area Combat Troops, composed largely of reservists prepared to conduct stubborn combat operations in their own home areas. By using contemporary developments in antiarmor weapons they could neutralize the Pact potential for rapid armor thrusts in Central Europe while clearly posing no external threat outside NATO territory. These Area Combat Troops would be complemented by line combat units conducting a mobile defense and engaging any penetrating Pact units after they have suffered attrition by the Area Combat Troops. NATO support troops would develop their own capability for combat operations so that they could fight effectively not only against Pact airborne or airmobile units, but also against armor penetrations, utilizing the same techniques and in cooperation with Area Combat Troops. Finally, NATO penetration elements would provide a capability to spread combat operations into the Pact's own territory. Taken as a whole, the NATO military posture should add as many imponderables and uncertainties as possible into Pact assessments of military operations in Central Europe.6

With its strong antiarmor capabilities, it could seriously erode the potential utility of the Pact's massive armor forces. At the same time, its clearly defensive orientation would undermine the Pact rationalization for excessive standing military forces, and discourage the current high levels of Soviet military expenditures. By disabusing the Soviets of any notion of military or even political utility of high force levels in Europe, a credible NATO conventional defense could be a significant factor in encouraging shifts into economic and political competition and eventual cooperation.

This present paper indicates some potential lines of evolution for a NATO European strategy which can utilize available manpower resources to escape the rising spiral of deterrence through nuclear terror. But this must be integrated into a global strategic concept.

In the final analysis, what is most needed is a comprehensive Western strategy which clearly identifies its goals and then formulates a logical approach to their realization.7
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**ABSTRACT**

This memorandum proposes the evolutionary development of a nonnuclear NATO defense based upon political and conventional military elements. While maintaining a credible nuclear deterrent, such a posture would encourage the growth of East European autonomy and stress four main military elements: combat maneuver forces, strong territorial elements capitalizing on the high lethality of modern weaponry, support troops prepared to conduct effective emergency combat operations and a measured development of penetration forces for operations in enemy territory. By reinforcing the defensive orientation of NATO forces to the
point where war would clearly be an unprofitable venture for the Warsaw Pact, such an approach offers opportunities to encourage a long-term reorientation from military into economic and social competition.